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Taken for a Ride: 

Understanding the Necessity of Unreliable Narrators via Nick’s Ambiguous Sexuality 

 

 As readers of first-person narratives, we are often tasked with stepping away from the 

helm of our own lives, our own stories, and tossed into a passenger seat as we observe someone 

else manning theirs. Now, while this act of stepping outside of ourselves in order to understand a 

narrator and the story they present through their lens is voluntary, it is often also conditional. We 

settle into our seats with our trust predicated on the expectations of there being one of two kinds 

of drivers at the wheel. The first, while being understandably flawed if only on the basis of their 

humanity, nevertheless attempts to assess and portray reality as accurately as possible and is 

ultimately one who we deem to be reliable. The second is one we deem to be unreliable for any 

number of reasons, ranging from their attempts to obscure reality to their inability to depict it 

with sufficient accuracy as a result of some overwhelming bias or disassociation with reality 

itself. I want to contend however, that we are often able to navigate along with the latter kind of 

drivers willingly and with little discomfort because although they may be unreliable, they tend to 

do so while being announced as such. To illustrate my point with a familiar example without 

necessarily inviting deeper analysis outside the scope of this critique, briefly imagine the narrator 

of Edgar Allan Poe’s The Tell-Tale Heart—although the first-person narrator is mentally 

unstable and has a tenuous grasp on reality, if at all, their unreliability as a narrator is announced, 

if not necessarily by their own admission, to the point that we may adjust our expectations and 

lenses as readers and passengers accordingly so that the unreliability we are faced with never 

gets in the way of our understanding of the text itself.  



Nick Carraway of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby however, does not fit the 

description of either of these kinds of drivers. As much as he tries to make himself out to be, and 

however much most of the characters may buy into his trustworthiness, Nick is not a reliable 

narrator. Indeed, one would assume that “the ‘central [male] object] of The Great Gatsby is 

clearly Gatsby himself,” (Way 88). Yet Nick’s brief, if somewhat surreal, affair with Mr. McKee 

in Chapter II, along with his recurring focus on the male body, specifically Jordan Baker’s 

unusually masculine figure, throughout the text suggests that Nick is of a much more ambiguous 

sexuality than the conventionally straight male he attempts to assert himself as to the reader. 

Critics like Brian Way would also support readers’ oft held belief that Nick is a narrator capable 

of “recreating situations in all their actuality, and at the same time commenting upon them,” (88).  

However, his reliability as a narrator is thrown into question when we examine his inability to 

properly assess those around him, particularly the women in his life—he struggles to understand 

Daisy past her superficial, foolish facade, and is surprised, upset even, when he fails to give 

Jordan enough credit for seeing past his own. This unreliability is by no means traditional 

however—Nick never admits that he is working to deceive his readers about his sexuality, or his 

shortcomings in truly understanding those around him, nor does Fitzgerald ever lead us to 

believe that Nick is saddled with a bias or mental affliction so great that we should consider his 

hold on reality less acute than our own. What makes Nick’s style of unreliable narration unique 

to the point that we may recognize it as more experimental and modern than narrators before him 

then, is not only that it is unreliable, but that for the most part, it goes unannounced as such right 

up until the end of the novel. Ultimately, it is through Jordan Baker and the metaphor of what it 

means to be a ‘careless driver’ that Fitzgerald asserts Nick’s particular unreliability as a narrator 

is intentional, and moreover, a necessary affectation when telling a story in a modern world.  



The most telling signs of Nick’s unreliability are the clues Fitzgerald leaves to his 

ambiguous sexuality. To be clear, Nick is not unreliable because he is ambiguously sexual, but 

because he attempts to pretend he is otherwise while simultaneously working to earn the reader’s 

undivided trust with declarations such as “I am one of the few honest people that I have ever 

known” (Fitzgerald 59). With that said, the most obvious instance in which we see Nick’s 

homosexuality present itself despite his attempt to obscure the experience is at the end of 

Chapter II after he and Mr. McKee escape Tom and Myrtle’s Prohibition-style party: 

 “Come to lunch some day,” he suggested, as we groaned down in the elevator. 

 “Where?” 

 “Anywhere.” 

 “Keep your hands off the lever,” snapped the elevator boy. 

“I beg your pardon,” said Mr. McKee with dignity, “I didn’t know I was touching it.” 

 “All right,” I agreed, “I’ll be glad to.” 

. . .I was standing beside his bed and he was sitting up between the sheets, clad in his 

underwear, with a great portfolio in his hands. 

“Beauty and the Beast . . . Loneliness . . . Old Grocery Horse . . . Brook’n Bridge. . . . ” 

Then I was lying half asleep in the cold lower level of the Pennsylvania Station, staring at 

the morning Tribune, and waiting for the four o’clock train. (37-38) 

 

The entire encounter is brief, surreal, even confusing, as Nick leaves an entire chunk of the 

evening out between the moment he agrees to ‘lunch’ and the moment we find him standing 

beside Mr. McKee’s bed. It is unsurprising that even believers in Nick’s ambiguous sexuality 

like Keith Fraser argue that “One never quite knows...how to read the last page of chapter 2,” or 

that “Odder still is the fact that Nick joins McKee in his apartment when...no rapport between the 

two men at Myrtle’s party is established—except for Nick’s having wiped a spot of dried lather 

from McKee’s cheekbone when McKee has dozed off in a chair,” (58). Yet, I want to argue that 

neither the encounter in the elevator nor Nick’s attraction to McKee previous to the encounter 

are ambiguous as Nick would want us to believe. Indeed, we can gather the invitation itself was 

never really about lunch—the typical conventional purpose of a lunch between two men who 



have only met for the first time in this time period, such as networking or business, is never 

articulated, a meeting time and place of “some day,” and “anywhere,” are non-committal to the 

point of being farcical, and we never actually see or hear of Mr. McKee again throughout the 

entire novel. McKee is confident enough in Nick’s sexual interest in him to go out of his way to 

make a socially disruptive gesture—grabbing the inconveniently placed lever at the back of the 

elevator while making his request in an obvious enough manner to get chewed out for it by the 

elevator boy. If the vagueness of McKee’s invitation was not enough, we can read the fact that 

he was conspicuously grabbing a phallic object while doing so as the tipping point at which Nick 

would have recognized the invitation was for an affair much more immediate and intimate than 

mere lunch.  

 Afterwards, Nick tries to obscure the encounter not only by leaving out events entirely, 

but by shuffling the reader from location to location in rapid order, and dilating time through the 

use of frequent, pregnant ellipses. The fact that he suddenly goes from the elevator, to McKee’s 

bedroom, and finally to the lower levels of Penn Station with little exposition in between, 

disorients the reader’s sense of setting. Furthermore, Nick uses five sets of ellipses in quick 

succession, from “. . . I was standing…” to one between each of McKee’s thematically 

unconnected and surreal photographic titles, culminating in a final utterance of “Brook’n Bridge. 

. .” giving the impression that time is moving incredibly slowly and is otherwise disconnected 

from any one place. In tandem, this conscious ungrounding of time and place leaves the scene 

with a dreamlike quality, as if to lead us to believe anything could have happened, or that it never 

really happened in the first place. The scene is not entirely sexless or without some kind of order 

however. McKee is noticeably “clad” in his underwear—seemingly the only thing he is 

wearing—lying on his bed, gazing dreamily at and gripping his own “great portfolio in his 



hands,” as Nick watches on, almost as if in an act of exhibitory masturbation considering the 

work he is admiring is his own. Furthermore, we can fill in the blank of what happened before 

this scene as Nick appears to be in the act of leaving. We enter the scene with Nick already 

“standing beside [McKee’s] bed” with McKee undressed, and then shift to him lying down in 

Penn Station, implying we came in post-sex as he was getting dressed, and subsequently finding 

himself on the receiving end of a somber, if not somewhat comical, early 20th century walk of 

shame back home.  

 Before finally moving on from Nick’s relationship with Mr. McKee, I want to refute the 

notion that there are no signs of Nick’s homosexuality or interest of McKee on Nick’s part prior 

to their meeting in the elevator aside from the moment that he intimately wipes lather from 

McKee’s face while he sleeps. As early as his dinner with the Buchanans in chapter I, Nick 

begins betraying hints of his ambiguous sexuality via his status as a bachelor and his apparent 

reluctance to change it. For instance, as Jordan leaves the dinner and tells Nick, “See you anon,” 

Daisy immediately interjects, remarking, “Of course you will...In fact I think I’ll a marriage. 

Come over often, Nick, and I’ll sort of — oh — fling you together....Nick’s going to look after 

her, aren’t you Nick,” (18). Nick’s discomfort with the proposition is made clear from his initial 

inability to respond whatsoever, leaving Daisy and Tom to look at each other for a moment in 

awkward silence as they wait for Nick to say anything, only for him to pose another question: 

“‘Is she from New York?’ I asked quickly,” (19 emphasis my own). The modifier ‘quickly’ here 

suggests that he is less genuinely curious, and more likely trying to move away from the subject 

of courtship with a woman who is otherwise suitable for him as soon as possible. We see this 

behavior repeated when Myrtle tries to convince Nick to come up to her apartment for the party 

by enticing him with the proposition of setting him up with her sister, bargaining that “I’ll 



telephone...Catherine. She’s said to be very beautiful by people who ought to know,” to which 

Nick hastily tries to refuse with a deferral of, “Well I’d like to, but ——”(28 emphasis my own). 

Again, we find Nick expressing unease  and looking for an excuse to change the subject when 

confronted with those who would seek to end his status as a bachelor rapidly approaching his 30s 

by setting him up with a socially suitable woman.  

 Lastly, I want to examine Nick’s initial assessment of Mr and Mrs. McKee. Mr. McKee 

is discussed with favor at length and in somewhat meticulous detail, described as a “pale, 

feminine man from the flat below. He had just shaved, for there was a white spot of later on his 

cheekbone, and he was most respectful in his greeting to everyone in the room…” whereas his 

wife is described merely as “shrill, languid, handsome, and horrible,” (30). Nick’s overwhelming 

preference, and attraction, to Mr. McKee here is made apparent not only by the adjectives which 

he uses to describe him in comparison to Mrs. McKee, but through the length and specificity he 

employs for both. Mr. McKee captures Nick’s attention in a way no one else at the party has—

save for maybe Tom when he beats Myrtle—to the point that he feels compelled to spend most 

of a paragraph describing his appearance and profession, even honing in on a trivial spot of 

lather on his chin. In contrary fashion, he spends a single, brief sentence describing Mrs. McKee 

in general, unpleasant terms. Somehow Nick, even as someone who appreciates masculine 

features in women, such as the “hard, jaunty body” (58) of Jordan Baker, seems to sling the 

descriptor of “handsome,” as an insult towards Mrs. McKee in this context. In this light, Nick’s 

attraction to and rapport with Mr. McKee from the moment they meet seems far less ambiguous 

than critics have otherwise been willing to accept.  

 For all the concerns that Nick’s relationship with McKee raises, it is important to keep in 

mind that Nick’s primary romantic affair in the text is his public courtship of Jordan Baker.  That 



said, although Nick’s relationship with Jordan is not shrouded in mystery or predicated upon 

unspoken arrangements as it is with Mr. McKee, his attraction to her is ambiguous enough to 

warrant investigation. That is, Nick’s attraction to Jordan as a woman appears to be based 

outside of typical heteronormative values that he never tries to fully explicate. For one, her name 

itself, while not entirely masculine, is certainly androgynous, and furthermore, appears to derive 

from a traditionally masculine source. Jordan’s name, “for someone as impressed by the shapes 

of cars as Nick—’combines two automobile makers...the sporty Jordan and the conservative 

Baker electric,’” (Fraser 66). Before and during her relationship with Nick, she is an athlete, a 

champion golfer, a profession that would presumably leave her feeling “at home in the world of 

men,” (88). In terms of her figure, as previously noted, Nick takes appreciative notice of Jordan’s 

“hard, jaunty body,” a recurring  description that also tows the line of androgyny—the ‘hardness’ 

of her body suggests a robust, masculine quality, while the ‘jauntiness’ of it suggests something 

more cheerful and feminine.  

      Even as far back as their first encounter, Nick describes her body in terms that are by no 

means strictly feminine. Right before sitting down for dinner with the Buchanans, he notes 

Jordan as “a slender, small-breasted girl with an an erect carriage, which she accentuated by 

throwing her body backward at the shoulders like a young cadet,” (Fitzgerald 11). There are 

three points of description to take note of here. The first two, that she is “small-breasted,” and 

“with an erect carriage,” fall in line with what we have discussed Nick likes about her thus far—

small breasts keep her body from appearing overtly feminine, while her lower body as an ‘erect 

carriage’ would further suggest this his attraction for her seems to be conflated with his love for 

cars. The third and most masculine piece of the description however, likening her to a “young 

cadet,” is in fact the most flattering. We know this from the impression that Nick’s time at war 



left on him. Rather than returning with injury or visible signs of trauma, Nick “enjoyed the 

counter-raid so thoroughly that I came back restless. Instead of being the warm center of the 

world, the Middle West now seemed like the ragged edge of the universe—so I decided to go 

East and learn the bond business,” (3). Although what exactly it is that he enjoyed about his 

service in WWI goes unclarified, his experience seems to be associated with a romance, an 

excitement, so strong that it drained the warmth and desaturated the color he had found in the 

Midwest all his life. The fact that Jordan’s body is cadet-like then is not mere neutral 

commentary on the masculinity of her figure. Rather, it is a quiet praise on Nick’s part, as her 

androgyny becomes associated with his fondly-remembered time at war which ultimately gave 

him a new purpose in life that sets forth in motion the events of the novel. It seems appropriate 

that the two lovers Nick takes on in the novel—Jordan with her hard, athletic, cadet-like body, 

and McKee in his pale, feminine figure—bear sexual features that conform to the standard of 

withinness and withoutness that Nick is ultimately so enthralled with.  

 By now, it should be clear that Nick is not quite entirely on the level with his audience; 

that, at the least, he does not apply his self-proclaimed and suspected “cardinal virtue” of honesty 

when discussing matters of his own sexuality to the reader. Upon first consideration, this seems 

deeply troubling for us as an audience. If our narrator who is so convincingly self-assured and so 

outspoken of his honesty is willing, and capable, of deceiving us in this one regard, what other 

parts of the story may he be leaving out or manipulating to pull us further away from the reality 

of the situation for the purpose of protecting his own ego, for furthering his own agenda? That 

question, unfortunately, may be unanswerable by nature of the fact that we only ever hear of the 

events in The Great Gatsby through Nick’s point-of-view. However, Fitzgerald seems to be 



acutely self-aware of this problem, and through Jordan, seems intent on letting us know that it is 

a necessary one to contend with in the modern world.  

Early on in Nick and Jordan’s courtship, Nick calls her out as a rotten, careless driver, 

criticizes her for expecting others to protect her, and finally asks her to reckon with the 

possibility of meeting “somebody just as careless as yourself,” (58). Jordan, at this point just as 

sucked into Nick’s trustworthy facade as the rest of the cast retorts “I hope I never will...I hate 

careless people. That’s why I like you” (58). In their post-break-up discussion at the end of the 

novel, Jordan subverts this criticism, calling Nick out for his duplicity, recalling, “You said a bad 

driver was only safe until she met another bad driver right? Well I met another bad driver didn’t 

I? I mean it was careless of me to make such a wrong guess. I thought you were rather an honest, 

straightforward person. I thought it was your secret pride,” (177). This accusation reads as 

especially damning considering it comes from Jordan—as a self-aware careless driver herself, 

she is the most qualified character to recognize Nick as one if the reader had not picked up on it 

already. Moreover, this accusation had to come from Jordan if Fitzgerald wants us to 

simultaneously understand Nick as a careless driver, as an unreliable narrator, without dismissing 

him entirely in the same moment. Jordan after all, is the only other narrator in the novel, in the 

brief time during Chapter IV that she spends recollecting Daisy and Gatsby’s relationship before 

Daisy married Tom.  

This would suggest that we only ever hear the events of this story as told through 

‘careless drivers’—Jordan self-aware and accepting of her unreliability, Nick in denial and 

ashamed of his if we are to believe him when he says he is “tremendously sorry,” as he leaves 

Jordan for the last time. This is not necessarily a moment where we are supposed to feel pity or 

sympathy towards Nick for deceiving or holding out on us, but rather, a moment where we 



realize that for better or worse, narrators are by nature careless drivers. It is a moment where 

Fitzgerald recognizes that for any narrator in the modern world  to consider himself entirely 

honest and without judgment as Nick does, and for readers to buy into this act, is for both parties 

to be delusional and holding the narrator to an impossibly high standard. Just because Nick, or 

any narrator’s unreliability, goes unannounced or is even purposely obscured does not mean that 

we should be upset and dismiss them out of hand; Jordan certainly doesn’t. She recognizes 

Nick’s duplicity, realizes it’s important to call him out on it, and is cognizant of the fact that 

coming to terms with how easy it is to buy into this new breed of careless driver in the modern 

world unfortunately left her, and possibly us, “a little dizzy for a while,” (177). In the end 

though, she comes to peace with Nick, shakes hands, and moves on I think Fitzgerald wants us to 

do the same—to understand our narrator and the limits of their reliability, to find a middle-

ground of what we can and can not believe, and be able to move on in peace even when we are 

aware that on some level, narrators do not only take us on a ride, but to their own ends, take us 

for a ride.  
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